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In this paper, a new approach was presented, this approach    
building automatic thesaurus in the software engineering 
subject. 
The proposed approach depend on the data Mining ( that 
refers to the overall process of discovering patterns or 
building models from a given data set) for indexing all 
the terms that founded into abstracts of the university 
thesis , this done by: 
●Association rule: - this algorithm was used  into data 
mining to find large item set and it is as a tool of 
discovery rule in our approach we used it to compute the 
frequency of the words into text and determined the 
keywords.            
●Clustering techniques: it's used to classification of patterns 
(observation, data items, or feature vectors into groups). 
This new approach introduce automatic thesaurus that 
can be used as an effective tools for information retrieval. 
Keywords:- Data mining, automatic thesaurus , Association 
rule . 
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1. Introduction:-  

The Indexing is mentality operation that depends on the 
indexer capabilities and his potentialities to pick up the 
concepts that mentioned in documents than converted it to terms 
that indicating to these concepts. 

Many of researchers are starting since middle of twentieth 
century attempted to achieve this operation automatically, 
especially after increased the literature that published into 
internet and the big and rapid development in the hardware and 
software. 

Several experiments in automatic generation of 
thesaurus have been carried out in which relationship 
between terms have been determined by taking into account 
the number of documents in which the respective terms occur 
jointly. Various clustering techniques have been   investigated 
out of a range of similarity criteria. The role played by                          
similarity criteria in obtaining the environment of each term 
and the use of this environment for retrieval has been 
explored. 

 Computational procedures for generating thesaurus 
include keyword statistical ,  calculation of Tanimoto 
coefficient, matrix inversion , formation of  similarity 
matrix , automatic cluster analysis using minimal tree 
procedure and compilation of groups and main groups of 
descriptors [8]. 

 
Data mining, the extraction of hidden predictive information from 
large databases, is a powerful new technology with great potential 
 to help companies focus on the most important 
information in their data warehouses. 

 Data mining tools predict future trends and behaviors, 
allowing businesses to make proactive, knowledge-driven 
decisions. The automated, prospective analyses offered by data 
mining move beyond the  analyses of past events provided by 
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retrospective tools typical of decision support systems.                                                                     
Data mining tools can answer business questions that traditionally  
were too time consuming to resolve. 

They scours databases for hidden patterns, finding predictive 
information that experts may miss because it lies outside their 
expectations . 

In this paper we suggest a new approach to build 
automatic thesaurus this approach based on deduction 
by using data mining techniques such as Association rule and 
clustering terms [ 13, 14]. 

 

2. Subject Indexing:- 

Indexing has traditionally been one of the most important 
research topics in information science. Indexes facilitate retrieval 
of information in both traditional manual systems and 
newer computerized systems. Without proper indexing and 
indexes, search and retrieval are virtually impossible[16]. 

Observes that in library science, indexing records the values of 
various attributes expected to be used as a basis for 
searching. Simply put, the goal of subject indexing is to produce 
a set of attributes that represent the content or topics of a 
document. 

                                                                                 

Traditionally, a great deal of effort has been invested 
in subject indexing. Traditional human indexing has two main 
tasks .The first is to recognize and select the essence, or "about-
ness," of a text. This is done by reading or scanning the          
document.  The second task is to represent the essence of the 
text. In this process, the indexer assigns a set of index terms 
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to represent the central topics of the document. 
Ideally, an indexer reads the full text of a document before 
determining the "about-ness" of it. However, indexers 
typically work under severe time constraints. For example, 
determined an optimum indexing time of four minutes, which 
makes reading the full text impossible in most cases. As a result, 
most indexers scan a document for its main topics [1].                    
 While scanning, indexers normally engage both perceptual and 
conceptual faculties. Perceptual processes employ information 
based on the actual content of the document. Conceptual 
processes, on the other hand, use global knowledge not 
contained in the document itself, but rather in the knowledge 
that the author implies in the document or in the domain 
knowledge the indexer possesses. After determining the main 
concepts of a document, an indexer selects a set of conceptual 
terms to represent it. However, it is difficult to select a small set 
of "best" terms among all the possible terms that can represent a 
document [5, 8] .                                                                                    

3. Automatic indexing- 

It is a process of assigning and arranging index terms 
for natural-language texts without human intervention. For 
several decades, there have been many attempts to create such 
processes, driven both by the intellectual challenge and by the 
desire to significantly reduce the time and cost of producing 
indexes. 
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 Dozens if not hundreds of computer programs have 
been written to identify the words in a text and their 
location, and to alphabetize the words. Typically, definite and 
indefinite articles, prepositions and other words on a so-
called stop list are not included in the program's output. Even 
some word processors provide this capability. Although 
automated indexing is a pipe dream, computers are absolutely 
essential in creating all but the simplest indexes. Most indexers 
would not do their job without indexing software [12] 

    There are two methods to generated automatic        
thesaurus that is a statis t ical  method and l inguis t ic  
method,  Lancaster and Warner summarized the 
comparison between Traditional technique and other 
techniques in building of thesaurus: [18]. 

                   Traditional Automatic 

                                                                               Statistical                            linguistic 

         Selection    Verification of terms by Selected keyword Selected keyword/ 

         Procedure  selection of terms depend on  
committee frequency Expressions by 

linguistic analysis 

  
(grammars or 
morphology 

analysis ) 
      Organization    Verifying, from semantic Grouping finding out 

relational frequency semantic relational 
       procedure 

 

keyword depend 
on associated with 
together or ratio 

frequency 

from text 

     Expression List of terms and Clustering group Semantic network 

semantic relational for keyword or by terms and their 

       format  expressions relational 

Table (1) the tunes of indexing 
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4.Data Mining (DM):- 
Data mining, the extraction of hidden predictive 

information from large databases, is a powerful new 

technology with great potential to help companies focus on 

most important information in their data warehouses. [6]. 

Data mining is the act of drilling through huge volumes 
of data in order to discover relationships, or to answer 
specific questions that are too broad in nature for traditional 
query tools [10]. 

 
Data mining is traditional data analysis methodology updated 
with the most advanced analysis techniques applied to 
discovering previously unknown patterns [9]. 

Data mining is the process of exploration and 
analysis, by automatic or semi-automatic means, of large 
quantities of data in order to discover meaningful patterns and 
rules [11]. 

With the enormous amount of data stored in files, 
databases, and other repositories, it is increasingly 
important, if not necessary, to develop powerful means for 
analysis and perhaps interpretation of such data and for the 
extraction of interesting knowledge that could help in decision-
making. 
Data Mining, also popularly known as Knowledge 
Discovery in Databases (KDD), refers to the nontrivial 
extraction of implicit, previously unknown and 
potentially useful information from data in databases. While 
data mining and knowledge discovery in databases (or KDD) are 
frequently treated as synonyms, data mining is actually part of 
the knowledge discovery process. The following Figure (1) shows 
data mining as a step in an iterative knowledge discovery process 
[2, 14]. 
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The Knowledge Discovery in Databases process 

comprises a few steps leading from raw data collections to some 
form of new knowledge. The iterative process consists of the 
following steps: 

• Data cleaning: also known as data cleansing, it is a 
phase in which noise data and irrelevant data are 
removed from the collection. 

• Data integration: at this stage, multiple data sources, 
often heterogeneous, may be combined in a common 
source. 

• Data selection: at this step, the data relevant to the 
analysis is decided on and retrieved from the data 
collection. 

• Data transformation: also known as data 
consolidation, it is a phase in which the selected 
data is transformed into forms appropriate for the 
mining procedure. 

• Data mining: it is the crucial step in which clever 
techniques are applied to extract patterns potentially 
useful. 

• Pattern evaluation: in this step, strictly interesting 
patterns 
representing knowledge are identified based on given 
measures. 

• Knowledge representation: is the final phase in 
which the discovered knowledge is visually 
represented to the user. This essential  step uses  
visualization techniques to help users  understand 
and interpret the data mining results. 
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Figure (1) :Data Mining as a Step in an Iterative Knowledge  

                                         Discovery Process 
 

It is common to combine some of these steps 
together. For instance, data cleaning and data integration can 
be performed together as a preprocessing phase to generate a 
data warehouse. Data selection and data transformation can 
also be combined where the consolidation of the data is the 
result of the selection, or, as for the case of data 
warehouses, the selection is done on transformed data [1, 3]. 

5. Association Rule:- 
Association rules are one of the promising aspects of 

data mining as knowledge discovery tool, and have been 
widely explored to data. They allow capturing all possible 
rules that explain the presence of some attributes 
according to the presence of other attributes. An 
association rule, X => Y , is a statement of the form "for a 
specified fraction of transaction , a particular value of 
an attributes set X determines the value of attributes set 
Y as another particular value under a certain confidence". 
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Thus association rule aim at discovering the patterns of co 
occurrence of attributes in a database [3, 4]. 

5.1. Formal Definitions:- 

The formal definition of association rule is the following 
[3,4]: Let  { }m21 i,....,i,i=Γ be a set  of  l i teral,  cal led 
i tems.  Let D be a set  of  transactions, where each 
transaction T is a set of items such that Γ⊆T Associated with 
each transaction is a unique identifier, called its TID. 

Definition (1):  -An item X is a set of items in I , An item set X is 
called K-item set if it contains K items from 
I.                                           

Definition (2):- A transaction T satisfies an item set X 
if TX ⊆ . The support of an item set X in D, 
supports D(X), and is the number of transactions 
in D that satisfies X. 

Deflnition(3):- An item X is called Large item set if support 
of X in D exceeds a minimum support threshold 
explicitly declared by the user and a small item set 
otherwise. 

Definition (4):- 
An association rule is an implication of the form 

X ⇒ Y, where Γ⊂X , Γ⊂Y , and X intersection Φ=Y . The 
support and confidence of an association rule (X ⇒ Y) are 
calculated by the following two equations: 
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The rule X=>Y holds in the transaction set D with 
confidence c Where c = support D(XUY)/  support  
D(X).The rule X=>Y has support s in D if the function s of 
the transactions in D contain X U Y.    

                                               
 

                               Y       The Number of Transaction Contain Xand Support=
                            Total Number of Transaction 
If its support and confidence are equal to or greater than 
the user specified values. The goal of association rules is to find 

the relationship between any combinations of items. 
Consider the example transaction database  -Example 0):

ETDB in table (3) .  there are six  transaction in  the 
database with Transaction IDentifiers, TIDs ,1,2,3,4,5, and 
6 . the set of item sets I=jA,I3,C,D,E,Fj, each item is an 
abbreviation of book title in bookshop sales as shown table 
(2) . There are totally (26-1)=63 nonempty item set (each 
non-empty subset of I is an item set ).{A} is a 1- item set and 
{A,13) is a 2-items set and so on[3,4].                                                 
Support (A) =3 since three transactions include A in it. Let us 
assume that the minimum support (minsup) is two 
(approximately taken as 33%). Then {A,B,C,D,E,AB AC AE BC 
D,BD, BE, CT ,CE, DE, ABC, ABE, ACE, BCD, BCE ,BDE,CDE, 
ABCE, BCDE } are the set of large item set ;since their support is 

grater than or equal to 2.(33% * 6) , and the 
remaining ones are small item sets, there are two item sets , 
ABCE and BCDE called maximal item sets ; all other large 
item set are subset s of one of them . Table (4) depicts large 
item set with their support. Let's assume that the, minimum 
confidence (minconf) is set to 100% , then A=> B as an 
association rule with respect to the specified minsup and minconf 

( its support is 3) , and its confidence is :-                                        
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× 100 =3/3 × 100 = 100%  (AD)upport ETDBS 
    Support ETDB(A)    

On other hand, the rule B=>A is not valid association 
rule since its confidence is 50%. The table (5) depicts 
the association rules that be mined from database 
ETDB according to 100% confidence and 33% minsup 
value.                                                                                                     

Table (2) the items abbreviations of database ETDB 
  

 
Transaction TID Item-(Books) 
1 B, C, E 
2 B,C, D, E 
3 A, B, C, D, E 
4 B, C, D 
5 A, B, F 
6 A, B, C, E 

Table (3) A Transaction Data Base   
 
 
 
 

    Item Book Title 

    A From Here to Eternity 

    B Love at the Time of Cholera 

  C Gone with the wind 

D The Moon and the Fences 

E The tree and assassination of Marzooq 

F The monster 
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Support Item set No. 
6=100% B 1 
5=83% C ,BC 2 
4=67% E, BE ,CE ,BCE 3 
3=50% A, D ,AB ,BD ,CD, BCD 6 
2=33% AC, AE, DE, ABC, ABE ,ACE, BDE, 

CDE, ABCE,BCDE    
10 

   
Table (4) Large item set with minsup 33%=2 

 
A ⇒ B(3/3) 
 

AC ⇒ B(2/2) AC ⇒ BE(2/2) 

C ⇒ B(5/5) AE ⇒ B(2/2) AE ⇒ BC(2/2) 

D ⇒ B(3/3) AC ⇒ E(2/2) DE ⇒ BC(2/2) 

E ⇒ B(3/3) AE ⇒ C(2/2) ABC ⇒ B(2/2) 

D ⇒ C(4/4) DE ⇒ B(2/2) A]BE ⇒ C(2/2) 

E ⇒ C(4/4) DE ⇒ C(2/2) CE ⇒ B(2/2) 

ABE ⇒ C(2/2) ACE ⇒ B(2/2) ABC ⇒ E(2/2) 

 
Table (5) Associations rules with minconf--100% 

Rule Generation Rule 

Step 1: for all large k-items lk ,K >= 2, in L do                                              
Step 2: begin   
Step 3 -Hi =[ consequents of rules from lk with      
one item   Step 4: in the consequent] 
Step 5 :ap-gerules(lk, H  
Step 6:end. 
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ap-gerules(lk, Hm) Algorithm 

 
Step 1: if k> m+1 then 
Step 2: begin 
Step 3: H m+l =appriori-gen(Hm) 

Step 3: for all hm+l to H m+l  do 
Step 4: begin                                                                                        
Step 5:conf= support D(Lk)/ support D(Lk, hm+l  )                                                                                                    
Step 6: if conf>= minconf then 

Add (Lk - hm+l) => hm+l to the rule set 
Step 7: else 

Delete hm+l from H m+l 
Step 8: end 
Step : ap-gerules(lk, H m+l    ) 
Step 9: end. 

 
The candidate generation algorithm 

  
 apriori _ gen( 1kL − )                                                                              

Step 1: ck=φ  
Step 2: for all item set X ∈E Lk-I and Y  ∈  1kL −  do3 
Step 3: if X1 = Y1 ∧  ∧ 2kX − = 2kY − ∧  1kX − =< 1kY − then 
begin        C'=XIX2 1kX − 1kY −  
Step 4: Add C to Ck 
Step 5: End 
step 6: Delete candidate item sets in Ck whose any subset is not 
in 1kL −  
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 Th e apriori algorithm 
 

 
Step 1: L1=  {    largel- item set } 
Step 2: K=2     
   Step 3: While 1kL − =O do                                                                                                 
Step 4 :Begin 

 
Step 5: C k=apriori- gen ( 1kL −  ) 
Step 6: For all transctionst in D do 
Step 7:Begin 
Step 8: C=subset(Ck - 1)    
Step 9 : For all candidate c∈ C do 
Step 10 : c. count =c. count+.1 
Step 11 : end 
Step12 :Lk= { C∈  C' \ c. count >=minsup }                                                                                                     
Step 13 :   K=k+1                                                                                                 
Step 14: End 

                                                                     6. Clusterinx
   

Clustering is a division of data into groups of similar 
objects. Representing the data by fewer clusters 
necessarily loses certain fine details, but achieves 
simplification. It models data by its clusters. Data model ing  
puts  clustering in a historical  perspective rooted in  
mathematics, statistics, and numerical analysis [9]. From a 
machine learning perspective clusters correspond to hidden 
patterns, the search for clusters is unsupervised 
learning, and the resulting system represents a data 
concept       .                                                                                       
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 From a practical perspective clustering plays an 
outstanding role in data mining applications such as scientific 
data exploration, information retrieval and text mining, spatial 
database applications, Web analysis, marketing, medical 
diagnostics, computational biology, and many others.                  
Clustering is the subject of active research in several 
fields such as statistics, pattern recognition, and machine 
learning. This survey focuses on clustering in data 
mining. Data mining adds to clustering the 
complications of very large data sets with very many 
attributes of different types. This imposes unique 
computational requirements on relevant clustering 
algorithms [7].                                                                                    

                                    

                              What is Clustering in Data Minim? 6.l 
Clustering is a process of partitioning a set of data (or 
objects) in a set of meaningful sub-classes called clusters. It is 
helps users understand the natural grouping or structure in a 
data set.                                                                                               
Cluster is a collection of data objects that are "similar" to 
one another and thus can be treated collectively as one 
group. Clustering is unsupervised classification (no 
predefined classes).                                                                            

Supervised Classification = Classification                                         
(We know the class labels and the number of classes).   
Unsupervised Classification = Clusterin                                            

(We do not know the class labels and may not know the 

number of classes).                                                                                                       

    Clustering is the process of grouping physical or abstract 

objects into classes of similar objects, it is defined as [7, 15]: - 
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1. A cluster is a subset of records, which are "similar". 

2. A subset of records such that the distance between any 

two records in the cluster is less than the distance 

between any record in the cluster and any record not in 

it. 

3. A connected region of a multidimensional space 

containing a relatively high density of records. 

4. Cluster is a collection of data objects, these are 

♦ Similar to one another within the same cluster. 

♦ Dissimilar to the objects in other clusters. 

5. Clustering is unsupervised classification: no 

predefined classes 

6. Cluster analysis is grouping a set of data objects into 

clusters. 

 
                       

Figure (2): the cluster operation 
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7. The Proposed Thesaurus:- 
The determine to methodology of thesaurus setting is 
important and hared operation , this operation need from 
developer the scientific and conceptual analysis and he must 
put it into standard levels that used to build automatic 

thesaurus. 
-v of thesaurus setting:-The methodolo,7.1  

The proposal thesaurus was work with the following issues:- 
1. Thesaurus lanauaae:- will be English language (uni-

language) , then the descriptors taken from natural 
English language terms and the indexing language 
(documentation language ) will be consider by 
extraction approach this means the terms from 
abstracts thesis that publishing in scientific journal and 
university thesis , so this language is free documentation 
language. 

2. Subiect space of the thesaurus: - the proposal thesaurus 
is small thesaurus and it have (100-500) important 
descriptors and it is useful for indexing in the narrow 
space, this lead to characterized it accuracy of its terms. 

3. specify the shape of thesaurus :- the proposal thesaurus 
consist of introduction identification of it and 
through it we can known about subject space and 
artist characteristics , how to build it , and using it to 
save and information retrieval . 

--7.2 The thesaurus Design: 
The proposed work suggest a system that design and build 

automatic thesaurus into software Engineering using data 
mining techniques ; this system depend in its work into 
Association Rule to find Large Item sets and consider these 
item sets as a main features to clustering items later.  
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Firstly this system accept theses abstracts and build a Data 
Base of them and finally cluster interest items. The general 
algorithm is:- 

 
The General Algorithm 

 
Input: - abstracts thesis of software engineering 
(Text files (*.txt))                                                                         
Output: - tables that contain clustered items 
 
Step 1: Begin 
Step 2: Build a Data Base that contains the following tables: 

1. table abstract 

2. table abbreviations 

3. table_ belongs terms 
Step 3: using Lexical analysis to eliminate stop word list 
Step 4: set minimum support= 2; 
Step 5: for each word find the frequency of it 
Step 6:- build a table that contain the words that 

greater or equal than minor value. 
Step 7: call combinations algorithm to generate                 
Token/Word table                                                                    
Step 8: call Association -Rule algorithm to find lager item 
set 
Step 9: using these item sets to cluster items into narrow,related 
and broad terms 
Step 10: Display thesaurus 
Step 11: end. 
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The combination algorithm 

Input: - table of word 
Output: - table of Phrase / word  
 
Step 1:- Begin 
Step 2:- i=0; 
Step 3:- count= the no. of 
record of table word Step 
4:- while i<= count do 

Begin 
Phrase =word (i)+ word (i+1); 

 
Search Phrase into table- word                           

If found then 
Begin 

Find its frequency 
Add it into  table Phrase / word      
Combination (Phrase, I) 

End 
Else 

If i=count then add word into table token 
I=i+l; 

Step 5:- End; 
Step6:- End. 
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7.4 The Implementation system:- 
First: the proposal system was first establishing a data 

base that contains these tables: 
 

1. Table(1) ( table-abstract):-  
This table contains all theses abstracts (ID, Title, abstract) 
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2. Table (2)(table-abbreviations):- this table contain each 
term in the Software Engineering and it abbreviations (ID, 
Abbreviation, Term) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Table (3)Belong- items):- this table contain each term 
have theme member terms that belong to it. 
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4. Table (4) (item- attributes):- this table contains all attributes 
that may be major features of thesis abstract. 

 
 

Second: - the proposal system was starting its processing steps: 

 
1. Lexical analysis: - in this step the text processing 

converts the text into a stream of tokens, including 
numbers, abbreviations, and alphanumeric sequences. 
There existing a large class of words that have no 
inherent meaning when taken out of  context.  For 
example,"a", "the", "of', "to" have no semantic 
meaning .Since these words to be among the most 
frequency occurring terms. So we filter them of text. 
This can be done by creating a list of terms, known as a 
stop word list, and generate the clear text form them 
this is shown in the table clear_ abstract. 
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2. Compute the Frequency: - In this step the proposal system 
was found the frequency for each token from abstract data base, 
and generates the Word- frequency table. 
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3. Generate the Phrase /Word table:- in this step the proposal 
system was used the combination algorithm to generate 
the Phrase that occurred in our Data Base with its 
frequency and produce the Phrase/Word table .          

 

 
 
 

4. Genrate the Transactions (TID) :- in this step the proposal 

system generate the Transactions (TID) by used the 

attributes table and each transaction have some item -set 

and produce the Transaction table.    
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5. Find large item —sets: - in this step the proposal system 
using Association Rule to generate the large item sets 
and generate the large item-sets table. 
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6. Clustering items :- in this step the proposal system using 
the lager item sets as main features to cluster items into ( 
Broad Term (BT), Narrow Term (NT), Related Term 
(RT)) terms with minimum support value(miner value) 
equal 22%= 2 .For example 
Software Engineering= ABCD, this means Software Engineering 
is have frequency value more than two , is have abbreviations ,is 
have members       terms , and it is a phrase , so it is a Broad 
Term (BT),this operation was done to cluster of its members. 
Ex 1: 

    BT  Software Engineering                                                                                      
    NT  Software Development                                                                                                                                    
     RT   Life Cycle Development      

 
Ex2: 
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Ex.3 
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8. Conclusions:-, 

1. This new approach introduce automatic thesaurus that 

can be used as an effective tools for information retrieval 

based on quickly and accurate that doesn't care about 

size of thesaurus. 

2. This work can be used to find Keywords for any data 
entry. 

3. Through this work we can use it to build a Web 

thesaurus from web link structure. 

4. Although much effort has been devoted to hand —

coded thesaurus, by this work developer reduce the 

effort by using automatic thesaurus using Association 

Rule to keep up with the speed of growth for new terms 

and concepts. 

5. In the statistical approach the developer of thesaurus 

cannot deduction the main subject if it didn't occurred 

explicitly into text and it compute its frequency but by 

using Data Mining technique the miner could mixed 

between the statistical and Data mining techniques to 

avoid this problem because the Data Mining based on 

inference and prediction manner in its work. 
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